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Introduction 

In [3] the notion of a grammar form was abstracted to consider the situation 
when a master grammar1 is given and one wishes to discuss grammars which " look 

like" the master one. Since then, research into grammar forms has continued a t a 
rapid pace.2 Moreover, other researchers have picked up on the form notion and 
have written extensively on L-forms (grammar forms applied to ¿-systems), e.g. 
[LI—L10]. In the present talk, I shall restrict myself almost entirely to grammar 
forms, and give a brief overview of those portions with which I am most familiar. 

Throughout, I assume a general knowledge of language theory. 

§1. Preliminaries 

By way of motivation for "looks like" in grammar forms, consider the three 
context-free rules: 

( 1 ) £ - a^azfi, 

(2) - WiOi'vvaj?', and 

(3) r - w i a ' w 2 i ? ' w 3 , 

where the Greek letters are nonterminals, the ai are terminal symbols, and the Wj 
are terminal words. From an intuitive point of view, would you agree that rule 2 
looks like rule 1 (because the primed nonterminals correspond to the unprimed 

* The contents of this survey are a combination of two distinct talks. The first was at the 
Colloquium on Automata and Formal Languages, in Szeged, Hungary, August 30—September 2, 
1977. The second was at the 6th International Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Com-
puter Science, in Tatranska Lomnica, Czechoslovakia, September 5—9, 1977. 

1 Unless otherwise stated, grammar is to mean context-free grammar. 
2 The pace can be determined by comparing the present survey with that given 2 £ years 

ago in [5]. 
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nonterminals , and the terminal words correspond to the terminal symbols)? Wou ld 
you also agree tha t (3) does not look like (1) (because while /?' corresponds to ¡5, 
w>3 does no t correspond to anything to the right of /?)? If your answers were yes to 
both questions, then you should have no difficulty in agreeing with the reasonableness 
of the abstraction of when one g rammar looks like another . 

We now formalize our ideas. 

Definition. A grammar form is a grammar 3 G — (V, I , P, a), together with 
underlying infinite alphabets V„ and Zm, such tha t 1«, is infinite, 
I Q I c o , and . 

The underlying alphabets and Zm will always be unders tood. Hence we 
shall usually omit them and identify a g rammar f o r m with a grammar . T h e term 
"g rammar f o r m " will be employed when we wish to emphasize tha t the g r a m m a r 
G is conceived as a master g rammar fo r describing a family of grammars , each of 
which looks like G. The term " g r a m m a r " will be used to indicate that the g r a m m a r 
G is to be considered primarily as a device generating a set of strings, i.e., generating 
a language. 

We now specify when one g rammar is to " look l ike" another . The mechanism 
for accomplishing this is an " interpretat ion". 

Definition. A n interpretation of a grammar fo rm G = (V, I , P, a) is a 5-tuple 
I=(H, V,, Zj, Pj, Sj), where ¡i is a substi tution on V* satisfying 

(1) fi(a) is a finite subset of I t , f o r each element a in 2", ¡.i(c) is a finite subset 
of V„-Z„ for each c, in V-Z, and n(oi)f)fi{j3) = 0 for all a ^ p in V-Z. 

(2) P, g IJ n), where /i(c - vv) = {a - y/a in n(£), JV in /i(w)}. 
JlinP 

(3) S/ is in n ip) . 
(4) Vj(Zj) contains the set of all symbols (terminals) occurring in the rules 

of PJ. 
Gj — (Vj, ZJ, PJ, Sj) is called the grammar of the interpretation. 
The g rammar GT is context free and is supposed to look like the master g r a m m a r 

G. The substi tution N indicates what symbols in the original g rammar can be replaced 
by what strings, i.e., which words look like what symbols. In particular, terminals 
are to be replaced by strings of terminals, but nonterminals are only to be replaced 
by nonterminals. The condition N(a.)flAi(/O = 0 f ° r all ol^P in V—Z means 
tha t replacement of distinct variables must be by distinct variables. Condi t ion 2 
asserts tha t each rule in PI must resemble some rule in P. No te that we do n o t require 
all rules looking like those in P to appear in G,. Condit ion 3 merely says t ha t the 
start variables must correspond. Condit ion 4 is strictly technical and asserts that 
the terminals in GI come f r o m the universal variable a lphabet V^ — Z^. 

Notation. Fo r each grammar fo rm G let ^ (G) = {G,JL an interpretat ion of G} 
and let ££'{G)={L{GI)IGI in 'S(G)\ <£(G) is called the grammatical family of G. 

Thus the g rammar form G acts as a master g rammar for all grammars in ^ ( G ) . 

3 We assume the reader is familiar, to some extent, with context-free grammars. Here Z is 
the finite set of terminals, V is the finite set of both terminals and nonterminals, P is the finite set 
of rules each of the shape w, where c is a nonterminal and w is in V*, and a is in V—Z. 
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We now illustrate the above concepts with some specific grammar forms G. 
The resulting &(G) and i f (G) will turn out to be well-known families of grammars 
and languages. 

Examples. (a) Let G = ({<r, a), {a}, P, a), where P= {a-^aa, a—a). Each rule 
resembling <7—aa is of the kind £ — where e, v are variables and w is a terminal 
word. The rule a—a gives rise to rules w, where w is a terminal word. Then 

G) is the family of all right-linear grammars and i f (G) is the family of regular sets. 
(b) Let G=({ff, a, b, c}, {a,b,c}, P, a), with P= {o-+aob, <7—c}. Then 

i / (G) 'is the family of all linear grammars and i f (G) is the family of all languages. 
(c) Let G=({a, a), {a}, P, a), with P= {<T-<J<7, a^a). Then <g(G) is the 

family of all grammar in Chomsky binary normal type and i f (G) is the family of all 
context-free languages. 

Results involving just fS (G) or relations between grammars, such as "is an 
interpretation o f " , may be viewed as grammar theory. Results concerned with 
grammatical families may be either grammar theory or language theory, depending 
on the emphasis. 

Finally we have: 

Definition. Grammar forms G1 and G2' are said to be strongly equivalent if 
^ (G 1 ) = ^ (G 2 ) , and (weakly) equivalent if ¿e(G l ) = £ ' (G 2 ) . 

Thus strong equivalence is a grammar concept, while equivalence may be either 
a grammar or language concept. 

The notion of interpretation given above is the most general that has been 
seriously considered. On the other hand, there are numerous restrictions on interpreta-
tions, leading to such kinds as nondecreasing,4 length preserving,5 strict,6 etc. For 
each such kind of interpretation x, one may speak of strong x-equivalence and (weak) 
x-equivalence, meaning that f3x(G1) = fSx(G^) and i f t ( G 1 ) = i f t (G 2 ) , respectively, 

(Gx) being the family of grammars obtained f r o m x-interpretations of Gx and 
Z£x (Gj) being the family of languages {L(G)\G in <SX(G1)}. -

In presenting our survey of grammar form theory, we shall divide the results 
into five categories. These are grammar, language, decidability, complexity, and 
applications. As will be noted, some of the results fit into more than one category. 
In view of the nonmathematical nature of the applications and the mathematical 
nature of this audience, I shall not report on applications. 

§ 2. Grammar theory 

The results here are essentially of two kinds. The first involves the notion of 
"is an interpretation o f " , while the second concerns normalization theorems, i.e., ' 
results such" as : For each grammar form with properties A, B, ... there exists an 
equivalent grammar form with properties P, Q, ... 

In [3] it was shown that the relation "is an interpretation o f " is transitive. In [10] 
it was proved that modulo strong equivalence, all grammar forms under "is an 

4 For each element a in X, ft(a) is £-free. 
6 For each element a in 27, /¿(a) is a finite subset of . 
6 // is length preserving, and ft(a)r\M(b) = Q for all a^b in£. 
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interpretation o f " form a distributive lattice. Indeed, the existence of a -gib for 
two grammar forms has an interesting restatement as: For all grammar forms 
and C2 , there exists a grammar form G3 such that H =^(G 3)• In [11], 
a new operator Q on a grammar form G is defined, yielding a family of grammars. 
Specifically, £?(G)={G/// a quasi-interpretation of G}, where a quasi-interpretation 
of a grammar form G—(V, I , P, o) is a 5-tuple I—(ji, Vt, P,, S,) satisfying 

(i) n is a substitution on V* such that n{a) is a finite subset of I * for each 
element a in E and /1(£) is a finite subset of for each £ in V— I; 

(ii) P ^ n i P y , 
(iii) S/ is in fx (CT) ; and 
(iv) G f = ( K / 5 1 , , P,, 5/) is a grammar for which ^¡(I/) contains each symbol 

(terminal) occurring in P,. 
Two results [11] involving Q(G) are: For each grammar form G, rSQ(G) = 

= Q&(G), and the collection of all families 2?(G'), G' in Q(G), is finite. 
An outstanding open question is the following: Let G be a grammar form and 

¿¡PQ JS?(G) a grammatical family. Is J§? in the class {if ((?,) / /an interpretation of G}? 
In other words, do all interpretation grammars of G, when viewed as grammar forms, 
yield all grammatical subfamilies of iC(G)1 Analogous questions hold if interpreta-
tion is replaced by ^-interpretation, x some "reasonable" kind of interpretation. 

An open topic suggested by the Q operator is the following: Find different 
operators % on grammar forms G so that 

(i) °ll(G) is a family of grammars, and 
(ii) % has nice properties vis-a-vis operators already specified, e.g., with 

and Q. 
One would hope that there are a whole host of different operators yielding a 

variety of new relations and insights. Of special interest would be operators suggested 
by well-known transformations of grammars in, say compiler theory. 

Turning to normalization results we have the following, proved in [3]: Each 
grammar form has an equivalent, completely reduced7 sequential grammar form. 

Indeed, one might think of a large class of normalization problems thusly: Let 
P be a property about grammars, e.g., unambiguity. Find grammar forms G with the 
property: There exists a grammar form G' so that (G) = {L{GI)jGI in ^(G'), Gt 
has property P}. 

There are many variations to the above stated canonical type problem. Con-
sider this result [7]. If G is an unambiguous grammar form, then ¿ f s t l i c t (C) = 
= {L(Gj)/G/ in i?s,riCt(G), Gj unambiguous}. Thus, there are "sufficiently m a n y " 
unambiguous strict interpretations of an unambiguous grammar form to yield all 
strict interpretation languages. 

Finally, in [14] various kinds, x, of interpretations of a form are studied f r o m the 
viewpoint of conflict freeness (as used in compiling). For example, let G=(V, I , P, a) 
be a grammar form with the property that for each variable £ there is a non e terminal 

word w such that i i v v . Then the following three conditions occur simultaneously: 
(1) &(G) is conflict free (i.e., each grammar in $(G) is conflict free). 

' A grammar form G — (V, Z, P, a) is completely reduced if (i) G is reduced, (ii) there are 
n o variables a and fi such that a—J3 is in P, and (iii) for each variable a in V— (£U{a}) there 
exist x and y in X*, xy^e, such that <x—xoty is in P. 
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(2) ^nondecrcasingCG) is conflict free. 
(3) G is separated (that is, for each rule <!;— w in P, w is in (V—Z)*UZ*) and 

whenever a ruie q-^y is in P, with y in (V— Z) + , then y is in V— Z. 
Given a grammar form G, ^ s l r i c i(G) is conflict free if and only if G is conflict 

free. Characterization results are presented on a grammar form in order for it to 
have a strongly (x —) equivalent conflict free grammar form, where x is strict, length 
preserving, and nondecreasing, respectively. It is also shown that every grammar 
form has an equivalent conflict free grammar form. 

§ 3. Language theory 

We now review some language theory results. Since language theory itself is 
so vast, this section could easily dominate all the others. In addition, it is very easy, 
considering our experience, to phrase innumerable questions about grammar forms 
which have a language theory flavor. While one cannot stop "progress", I personally 
believe it is not in the best interests of grammar form theory to exploit grammar 
forms for the purpose of language interests. The real aim of grammar form theory 
should be to develop new ideas, insights, questions, etc. about grammar concepts. 

In § 1, examples were given to show that the regular sets, the linear languages, 
and the context-free languages are grammatical families. In [3], characterizations 
on G were given in order that i f (G) be 

(1) M, the family of regular sets, 
(2) i f , j n , the family of linear languages, and 
(3) seCP. the family of context free languages. 
For (3), the if and only if is quite interesting, namely that G be an expansive 

grammar in the classical language theory sense. From this it follows that each 
grammatical family i f (G) ^ i f C F contains only derivation bounded languages. 
Thus, the one-counter languages are not a grammatical family. This might explain 
why no "simple" type of context-free-like grammar is around to describe these 
languages. 

Whenever one has a family of languages, it makes sense to investigate its closure 
properties. For grammar forms we have the surprising result [3] that if G is non-
trivial, i.e., L(G) is infinite, then i f (G) is a full principal semi-AFL. The converse, 
of course, is not true. As mentioned above, the one-counter languages are not a 
grammatical family. Neither is the full principal semi-AFL generated by {a"Z>7w —!}• 
In connection with the above semi-AFL result there is a cluster of open questions 
concerning grammars G such that L(G) is a full generator for i f (G). For example, 
what are some necessary and sufficient conditions on G, or what are just some 
useful sufficient conditions? The reader is cautioned to be careful. There are many 
pitfalls. My favorite is this: G — ({a, a, b), {a,b}, {o-+aob, o-+ab}, a) is a form 
for which i f ( G ) = i? l j n . On the other hand, L(G)= {a"b"/n^l}, which is not a 
full generator for 

One of the major operations in language theory is that of substitution. It is 
thus natural to try to define the substitution of one grammar form into another. 
This can be done as follows: For grammar forms G and G', let Sub (G, G') be the 
form obtained by substituting the start variable of G' for every occurrence of a 
terminal in the productions of G. This yields [13] the obvious result desired, namely, if 
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G is nontrivial then for every g rammar form 8 G', & (Sub (G, G')) = Sub ( i ? (G), <£ (G% 
N o w it is known tha t if SC is a full semi-AFL, then Sub i f ) is a full A F L . Since 
the grammar fo rm with rules a-*-ao, c—a yields Si, it follows that for each g r a m m a r 
fo rm G'-(V',r,P',ff'), the form Sflb (G, G') = (V", I ' , P", a') where P" = P'\J . 
U{(T-<T'(T, CT-CT'} yields the full A F L generated by £?(G'). 

Earlier, we noted that for each nontrivial g rammar form G, £?(G) is a full 
principal semi-AFL. It remains an open problem to characterize " internal ly" those 
full semi-AFL which are grammatical families. However, we can given "ex te rna l " 
characterizations of such semi-AFL. These characterizations are similar in spirit 
to the Kleene theorem for regular sets, in that they describe the collection of a lmost 
all grammatical families in terms of a few elementary ones and composit ion under 
some basic operations. We elaborate. Fo r sets JS^ and ¿f2 of languages, let 

SeiMSe2 = { L l U L 2 / L l in in i f 2 } 
and 

£f10&i = j u LuLrJk 1, each Lu in each L2i in £f2J. 

Let ¡F be the full A F L operator , i.e., for each family ¡£ of languages let 2P(S£) 
be the smallest full A F L containing i£. Finally, for all sets i£a,S£b, S£c of languages, 
let 3~{Sea, seb, sec) = {z(L)/L = L(G), G = (F l 5 AUBUC, P, cr) is a split l inear 
grammar,9 T is a substi tution on {A\JBVjC)* such tha t T(X) is in <£a if x is in A, 
r(x) is in ieb if x is in B, and t ( x ) is in ¡£c if x is in C}. There are two characteriza-
tion results abou t the grammatical families [4]. The first is: The collection of all 
grammatical families not {0} and not S^cp is the smallest collection of sets of lan-
guages containing ¿f £={{e}} and ¿? f i n={all finite languages} and closed under 
V, o , and ST. The second is : The collection of all nontrivial grammatical families 
not S£cv is the smallest collection of sets of languages containing 0t and closed under 
V, o , sr, and 

At the beginning of this section it was mentioned tha t each grammatical family 
no t jS?Cf is a family of derivation bounded languages. As any language theorist 
knows, there is a close analogy between derivation bounded languages and non-
terminal bounded languages. Question — are the nonterminal bounded languages 
lurking in the g rammar fo rm bushes? Answer — yes, if you look for them. Let us 
call a grammar fo rm G = (V, I , P, <x) sequentially ultralinear if 

(i) it is sequential, and • 
(ii) whenever f—at;/} is in P, a and [1 in V*, then a/? is in I*. 
Call a grammatical family ultralinear if it is generated by some sequentially ultra-

linear grammar form. The following result has been established [6]. The three 
statements: 

8 For two families and of languages, Sub (J$f1; £?2) = {t(L1)/Ll in JS?,, r is a substitu-
tion on Lt such that r(a) is in .2V for every symbol a). 

9 A split linear grammar is a linear grammar G = (K 1 ,Z 1 , er,) such that there exist dis-
joint sets A, B, C with the following properties: (1) Zi~A \JBIJC. (2) Every terminal production 
is of the form c for some i in Vx and c in C. (3) Every production which is not a terminal 
one is of the form at;' for some f , in V1—E1 and a m A or i^i'b for some in 
and b in B. 
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(a) i f is a nontrivial ultralinear grammatical family; 
(b) i f is a nontrivial grammatical family of nonterminal bounded languages; 

and 
(c) i f can be built u p f r o m 31 by a finite sequence of applications of o , V, 

and [] , where [J2?] = ^ " ( « , i f , £ ) ; 
are equivalent. Thus, a relatively simple class of grammar forms gives rise to a rather 
natural class of families of languages. 

A rather popular topic in language theory is tha t of control sets. In [16, 17] 
Greibach has presented a number of results in which control sets play a leading 
role. The following is a sample. Let G be a nontrivial left derivation bounded grammar 
form with left derivation bound k. Then there is a nontrivial equivalent grammar 
form G0=(V0, S0, P0, <x0), left derivation bounded with left derivation bound k, 
such that for each finite a lphabet I , {Lf)Z*/L in i f (G)} consists of all languages 
obtained by using regular sets as control sets for lef tmost derivations over iI(Glt). 
[*r(C7o)=(^o> °O)> where T2- is the substitution on F0* defined by = {C} 
for each ^ in F0—E0 and T r(a) = .£U{e} for all a in Z 0 . ] 

§ 4 Decidability 

There are a number of different decidability results. We shall mention a fair 
sampling. 

It is solvable [3] to determine whether or not, given an arbitrary grammar G' 
and grammar form G, there is an interpretation I of G such that G' = Gt. Also, 
the strong equivalence problem is solvable. One question tha t has been open since 
the beginning of g rammar fo rm theory is the decidability of (weak) equivalence. 
That is, can one tell for arbitrary grammar forms G1 and G, whether i f ( G J = i f (G2) ? 
Even though the problem is s tandard in situations of this kind, nevertheless, its 
solution here seems to be of importance since it seems to be related to Several ques-
tions involving two or more grammatical families. For example, is ^ ( G ^ D S C i G ^ ) 
always a grammatical family? Given a context-free language L, does there exist a 
smallest grammatical family containing LI 

Research is currently underway with respect to the decidability of equivalence. 
T h e a u t h o r , i n c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h JONATHAN GOLDSTINE a n d E D W I N H . SPANIER, h a s 
reduced the problem to abou t ten inclusion problems involving the operators V, 
G, and ST. We think we have resolved all the cases (thereby settling the decid-
ability in the affirmative). However, until all the details have been written, we are 
making no claim. We hope to be able to announce the answer within three months 
(say December 1, 1977). 

A special case of the equivalence problem has been resolved affirmatively. 
In [6] it is shown tha t for any two sequentially ultralinear g rammar forms GL and 
G2 , it is solvable to determine if (GJc&(G2), and therefore if i f (G t) = i f (C2). 
The proof is quite involved, and consists of showing tha t the operations of o , [ ], 
and V applied to 3&, when suitably restricted in combination, are intimately deter-
mined by the end ultralinear grammatical family. Indeed, and this is a surprising 
fact, there is an essentially unique canonical representation of each nontrivial ultra-
linear grammatical family in terms of "semibracketed expressions", namely, certain 
combinations of M, o , V, and [] . 
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In [7], certain decidability results are established for strict interpretations of 
unambiguous grammar forms. Specifically, for each unambiguous grammar form 
and each positive integer k, it is decidable whether 

(a) an arbitrary strict interpretation grammar is ^-ambiguous; 
(b) for any k languages Lx, ..., Lk generated by10 compatible strict interpreta-

k k k 
tion grammars, (i) D is empty, (ii) p | Lt is finite, (iii) IJ L-, is 

¡=1 i = 1 ¡ = 1 
infinite; and 

(c) for any two languages Lx and L2 generated by compatible strict interpreta-
tion grammars, (i) L1QL2 and (ii) LX=L%. 

§ 5. Complexity 

While some work has been done on complexity, this essentially is an area 
which has received only modest attention. Indeed, the summary given below is 
basically the same as given in section 5 of [5], with the inclusion of some material 
f rom [7]. 

In [10], it is shown that for each grammar form G there exists an "essentially 
unique" strongly equivalent form G' with the fewest number of productions pos-
sible. Furthermore, G' can always be found with its productions a subset of those 
of G. 

Complexity of derivations is studied in [9]. Fo r each grammar form G and each 
grar.imar G' in &(G), the complexity function 4>c. is defined for each word x in 
L(G') as the number of steps in a minimal G'-derivation of x. It is proved that 
derivations may also be speeded up by any constant factor n, in the sense that for 
each positive integer n, an equivalent grammar G" in ^(G) can be found so that 

Ixl 
<PG" ( x ) = — for all large words x. 

n 
' In [10] grammar forms are compared for their efficiency in representing lan-

guages, as measured by the sizes (i.e., total number of symbols, number of variable 
occurrences, number of productions, and number of distinct variables) of interpreta-
tion grammars. Right- and left-linear forms are essentially equal in efficiency for 
every regular set. Each form for the regular sets provides at most polynomial im-
provement over right-linear form. Moreover, any polynomial improvement is attained 
by some such form, at least on certain languages. Greater improvement for some 
languages is possible with forms expressing larger classes of languages than the 
regular sets. However, there are some languages for which no improvement over 
right-linear form is possible. A similar set of results holds for forms expressing 
exactly the linear languages. On the other hand, only linear improvement can occur 
for forms expressing <S?CF. 

There is one more place where complexity has been considered. This is in 

10 Strict interpretations I t = (jtt , V. , L. , Sr.), j—\,...,k, i s 2, of a grammar form 
k k 

(V,L,P,a) are called compatible if | U //7 (.v)j f i ^ U = 0 for all x, y in V wih x^y. 
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parsing. While parsing can be regarded as an application, for the present purpose 
I shall catalogue it under complexity. The first result is f rom [1]. Let G be an arbitrary 
unambiguous grammar form. Suppose there is a function t(n), n^O, and a parsing 
procedure MG for G which, for each word co, in i(|©|) steps, parses co if in L(G) 
and rejects co if not in L(G). Then for each strict interpretation J=(fi,, Gj) of G, 
there exist a parsing procedure M, for G,=(Vj, 17, JPj, Sj) and a constant c with 
the following property: For each word w in I*, Mj, in c - / ( |w | ) steps, accepts w 
if w is in LiGj) and rejects w if it is not in L(G[). This result has been generalized 
in [7]. Specifically, let G = (V, Z, P, a) be an arbitrary grammar form and suppose 
there is a parsing method MG for G and a function t(n), n^0, such that for each 
word of length rt, Ma outputs all leftmost derivations of that word in at most t (n) 
steps. Let I—in, V 1 , I I , PI, Sj) be a strict interpretation of G. Then there exists 
a parsing procedure MI for Gj and a constant c such that for each word w in I*, 
in c • /(Iwl) steps, Mj accepts w if in L(G,) and rejects w if not in L(G,). Further-
more, if p(ri), n = 0, is such that for each word of length n in L(Gj) there are no more 
than p(n) equally rshaped derivations11 of that word, then M1 yields, in c• t(\w\} 
steps, all leftmost Gt-derivations of w. 

§ 6. Grammar forms which are not context-free 

In the present section, I shall discuss grammar forms which are not necessarily 
context-free. [The definitions of interpretation, £C(G), etc. carry through in the 
obvious way.] 

The original definition of grairunar form, as given in [3], was for arbitrary 
phrase structure grammars. Due to the scarcity of results in such a general situation, 
the investigation was quickly limited to context-free grammars and has stayed 
that way since. At present, with the exception of the first part of [3], the only results 
on arbitrary grammar forms are in [18]. The basic, original question, and it is still 
unresolved, is this: Are there any grammar-forms G such that 

( * ) y ( G ) Q £Ccf is false and i f (G) j±S£ r e , ¿fR E being the family of recursively 
enumerable sets? 

In 1972,1 mentioned this problem to my associate DR. GENE F. ROSE. He strug-
gled, with ( # ) , on and off, for several years, to no avail. [That means that the ques-
tion is difficult.] His opinion was that the answer to ( * ) was probably no. This 
opinion is also shared by the authors of [18], as is noted in their abstract. Some 
progress was made in [18], since it was shown there that the answer to ( * ) is no 
when the grammar form has exactly one nonterminal. 

Even if the answer to ( * ) turns out negative, the subject of non context-free 
grammar forms should be a fertile field of study. All interpretations need not be 
studied. One could examine appropriate subclasses. [An analogous situation arises 
with the family of context-sensitive languages. It is not discarded just because its 
closure under arbitrary homomorphism is J?RE.] In fact, a start on this aspect has 

11 Two derivations are equally shaped if their parse trees are equally shaped. Two derivation 
trees are equally shaped if each tree can be obtained from the other by relabeling nonmaximal nodes. 
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already been done in [18]. A number of different, restricted types of interpretations 
of non context-free forms are considered, and then used to characterize several 
well-known language families between i£CF and such as EOL, ETOL, matrix, 
.and scattered languages. Much remains to be done. 

§ 7. Future development 

The discussion up to now has been on grammar forms. I would like to speak 
•about the general notion of a form as a method of studying when one graphlike 
structure looks like another. 

As we all know, there is a considerable body of knowledge, under the title 
" L systems," of context-free grammars in which parallel derivation occurs, that is, 
at each step each symbol in the string is replaced. During the past two years the 
•concept of an L-form (forms applied to L-systems) has been studied [LI—L10]. 
The results themselves are of no concern to the present discussion. .What is of interest 
is that the notion of form has been carried over to this graphlike structure, with 
fruitful consequences arising. 

Recently, a study was made of pushdown acceptor forms (pda forms) [14]. 
The aim here is to get a right definition of when one pda looks like another. If one 
thinks of an input symbol to a pda as a terminal and a state of a pda as a nonterminal, 
then input symbols are replaced by finite sets of input strings and states by finite 
sets of states. In addition, distinct states go into disjoint sets of states. But how 
.should one / handle replacement of symbols on the auxiliary storage? The key is 
to regard auxiliary symbols as additional storage. Since states (which are storage) 
are replaced by finite sets of states (with the disjointness property), pushdown 
symbols should be replaced by finite sets of pushdown symbols (with the disjointness 
property). The main question considered for pda forms is what are the resulting 
families of languages? Because context-free languages coincide with pda languages, 
the obvious answer would appear to be the class of all grammatical families. And 
indeed, this is what does happen! However, the proof is quite involved. In any 
case, the coincidence of the two classes of families is an indication of the "correct-^ 7 

ness" of the abstraction mode. 
Currently, in conjunction with DR. E. F. SCHMEICHEL, I am working on "graph 

forms" and "looks like" for graphs. The idea is simple. Nodes and edges in a graph 
are like nonterminals. One must be careful to see that linkage corresponds. Specifically, 
we have: 

Definition. Let G = (N, E) be a (finite) graph. An interpretation of G is a 
triple 1= (¡.i, N , , £•/), where p is a function on N(JE such that 

(i) /¿(v) is a finite set of nodes for each v in N, with p(v1)f)n(v2)=$ for 

• (ii) N j Q U ^(v), and 
v iniV 

(iii) U /*(?)> w i t h n(v1,v2)=n(v1)Xn(v2) for each edge e = (v1,v2). 
ein E 

For each graph form G let ^ ((?) = {(//// an interpretation of G}. 
The investigation here is in its infancy and results obtained to date are scattered. 
In view of the similarity between interpretations for grammar forms, / . - forms, 
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pda forms, and graph forms, it seems highly likely that other graphlike structures 
can be treated f rom the form perspective. Situations that readily come to mind are: 
Petri nets, pattern theory, data bases,12 data types,13 security models, various types 
of acceptors. The key in each instance is to determine what "looks like" (i.e., the 
ju function) is to mean for those features of graphlike structures which are not anal-
ogous to variables in a grammar. There does not seem to be any straightforward 
way of doing this. Rather, insight and trial-and-error appear to be the main tech-
niques. The benefits to be accrued from a successful model for almost any kind of 
graphlike structure are a strong incentive. 

Abstract 

The present paper gives an overview of grammar form theory 1977. Concepts, results, and 
open questions are considered. In addition, general philosophy and future directions are expounded. 
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